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Abstract
The 5nite di6erence element method (FDEM) is a black-box solver for the solution of nonlinear systems
of elliptic and parabolic PDEs. An algorithm has been developed to generate on an unstructured FEM grid
di6erence formulas of arbitrary consistency order q. From the di6erence of di6erence formulas of di6erent
consistency order, an estimate of the discretization error is obtained. An error equation permits the explicit
following of all errors and gives the prescriptions for the selfadaptation of the method. Coupled domains with
di6erent PDEs and di6erent nonmatching grids that slide relative to each other can be treated and a global
error estimate is computed. Thus, we get an FDM that is in all aspects more )exible than the FEM. The
whole code is e<ciently parallelized on distributed memory parallel computers.
c© 2003 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
Usually people think of the FDM as a method of second order on a rectangular grid, see, e.g.,
[11]. The full geometrical )exibility then was introduced by the FEM, see, e.g., [12]. However, then
no longer the PDEs themselves are directly solved, but a functional equation obtained by a weighted
integration over the elements, resulting in a weak solution. The choice of the element type and the
PDE are closely interconnected, and an explicit following of the errors is not possible. Recently, the
hp FEM has been developed, see, e.g., [10], which gives the FEM an excellent )exibility for mesh
re5nement and order control. However, a black-box solver for nonlinear systems of PDEs (not to
speak of e<ciently parallelized implementation) is not known to us.
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The engineers want to solve their PDEs directly and they need a quality control of the solution,
i.e., an error estimate. In our FIDISOL program package [9] we developed an FDM with arbitrary
consistency order, selfadaptation of step size and consistency order and with error estimate. The bal-
ancing of all errors becomes visible in the error equation. Unfortunately, this method was developed
only for the rectangular domain, and thus lacked completely the geometrical )exibility.
Only recently, we learned how to generate di6erence formulas of arbitrary consistency order q on
an unstructured 2D mesh [6] with triangles or on a 3D mesh [1] with tetrahedrons. The FEM mesh
serves only to give the structure of the space, i.e., the neighbor relations of the nodes that are used
to generate the di6erence formulas. We call this method FDEM (5nite di6erence element method):
It is an FDM on an FEM mesh. The basic method has been presented in [8].
However, how do you solve a problem with di6erent subdomains with di6erent PDEs? For this
case, we introduced dividing lines/surfaces over which one cannot di6erentiate and we couple the dif-
ferent subdomains by coupling conditions. Presently, sliding FDEM (S-FDEM) is under development.
Here the di6erent subdomains may slide relatively to each other and may have nonmatching grids.
In this paper, we brie)y recall the basic FDEM and report primarily on new developments for
S-FDEM.
2. Dierence and error formulas
We explain the generation of di6erence formulas for 2D [6], the extension to 3D is straightforward
[1]. We use a polynomial approach of order q for the solution u(x; y):
Pq(x; y) = a0 + a1x + a2y + a3x2 + a4xy + a5y2 + · · ·+ am−1yq: (1)
We need m= (q+ 1)(q+ 2)=2 grid points to determine the m coe<cients a0 to am−1. However, to
generate an interpolation formula we determine the m in)uence polynomials
• • xi; yi
• xk ; yk
• • q= 2
Pq; i(x; y) =
{
1 for x = xi; y = yi;
0 for x = xi; y = yi;
(2)
i.e., the in)uence polynomial for node i has the value 1 in node i and zero in the other m − 1
nodes. With these in)uence polynomials we de5ne the discretized solution ud or, e.g., the discretized
derivative (di6erence formula) ux;d:
ud(x; y) :=
m−1∑
i=0
uiPq; i(x; y); ux;d :=
m−1∑
i=0
ui
9Pq; i(x; y)
9x : (3)
Evaluation of P or 9P=9x for x= xk ; y= yk gives the coe<cients of the interpolation formula ud or
the di6erence formula ux;d for the central node xk ; yk .
How do we select the m nodes on the (unstructured) FEM mesh? From the element list (gives
nodes of an element) and the inverted element list (gives elements in which a node occurs) we
select by logical masks nodes in rings around the central node xk ; yk , see Fig. 1, but we search
for nodes up to the order q + Mq because there may be linear dependencies and at least q + 2
rings (because of the error formula, see below). This results in m+ r nodes or equations for the m
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Fig. 1. Illustration for ring search.
Fig. 2. Illustration for the selection of nodes.
coe<cients, see Fig. 2. We want to have nodes close to the central node. Therefore, we arrange the
equations according to the ring structure and allow the crossing of a ring limit only if the actual
|pivot|¡pivot. The parameters Mq and pivot determine the quality of the formulas. Because we must
determine m in)uence functions that generate the unit matrix as the right-hand sides we must in
reality invert the matrix, see [8, Eqs. (27), (28)].
Because we have formulas of arbitrary order q (for practical reasons we use only the orders
q=2; 4; 6) we have an easy access for the estimate of the discretization error, e.g., for the derivative
ux
dx := ux;d;q+2 − ux;d;q; (4)
dexact = ux − ux;d;q; (5)
where ux;d;q denotes the di6erence formula of order q. In (5) we show the exact error and we see that
the derivative is replaced for the estimate by a “better” formula which holds only for a su<ciently
5ne grid. Eq. (4) is the key for our explicit error access.
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3. The black-box and the error equation
FDEM is a black-box for nonlinear systems of elliptic and parabolic PDEs, in 2D with the PDE
and boundary condition (BC) operator:
Pu ≡ P(t; x; y; u; ut ; ux; uy; uxx; uyy; uxy) = 0: (6)
For a system of m PDEs u and Pu have m components. Eq. (6) is an arbitrary nonlinear function
of its arguments. The operator for 3D is the natural extension with z.
System (6) is linearized with the Newton–Raphson method and then discretized replacing, e.g.,
ux ⇐ ux;d + dx (7)
and similarly the other derivatives. This results in the error equation for the overall error Mud:
level of solution
Mud =MuPu +MuDt +MuDx +MuDy +MuDxy
=Q−1d

(Pu)d + Dt +

Dx + Dy + Dxy︸ ︷︷ ︸
space key error



 : (8)
level of equation
Here Qd denotes the large sparse matrix that results from the discretization. The inverse Q−1d is
never explicitly computed, only used formally. The discretization error term Dx is, e.g., composed
of the discretization errors dx; dxx of ux; uxx as follows:
Dx =
9Pu
9ux
dx +
9Pu
9uxx
dxx: (9)
So we can explicitly follow the e6ect of a discretization error to the level of solution.
Error Eq. (8) tells us the balancing of the errors. The Newton correction MuPu is computed from
QdMuPu = (Pu)d: (10)
We stop the Newton iteration if ‖(Pu)d‖¡ ‖{ }‖, where { } denotes the space key error in (8) and
‖ · ‖ denotes the max. norm. The time step size Mt is determined that ‖Dt‖¡ ‖{ }‖ and the time
order p (in t-direction we use backward di6erence formulae of order p = 1; : : : ; 5) is selected that
‖Dt‖ is minimal, for details see Chapter 17 in [5]. For the determination of the optimal space order,
we compute ‖{ }‖i for each node i for the orders q = 2; 4; 6 and select the order with the smallest
value. Thus each node may have a di6erent order.
The user prescribes a relative tolerance tol = ‖Mud‖=‖ud‖. However, we need an equivalent value
tolg on the level of the equation for the control of the mesh size:
tolg := tol‖ud‖ · ‖(Pu)d‖=‖MuPu‖; (11)
which transforms the error like the Newton correction. A node i for which ‖{ }‖i ¿ cm tolg holds
(cm is a tuning factor) is a re5nement node and the triangles (or tetrahedrons) that contain the
node are re5ned by halving the edges, see Fig. 3. For reasons of data organization we admit on an
edge maximally three nodes which may induce a re5nement cascade. Space order control and mesh
re5nement are optional.
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Fig. 3. Re5nement of a triangle.
Fig. 4. Illustration for coupled domains.
Fig. 5. Illustration for SDL.
4. Coupled domains, dividing lines/surfaces
If we have a coupled domain composed of subdomains with di6erent PDEs, see Fig. 4, we
cannot di6erentiate over the interfaces. Therefore, we introduce dividing lines (DLs) (in 3D dividing
surfaces) which separate the subdomains. From one geometrical node result two variables that belong
each to a separate domain, or e.g., four variables at the intersection of two DLs (quadruple point).
The solution on the subdomains are coupled across the DLs by coupling conditions (CCs), e.g., for
a heat conduction problem we have equal temperatures and equal heat )ow: T1 =T2; 1T1; x=2T2; x,
see Fig. 4. Up to here we have matching grids on the subdomains.
For practical applications the subdomains may slide relatively to each other and they may need
quite di6erent grids, see Fig. 5. Now they are separated by sliding dividing lines (SDLs) which
creates what we call S-FDEM.
How do we now couple the solutions? To each geometrical node is created a 5ctitious node B on
the opposite domain, see Fig. 6, A is the nearest geometrical neighbor of B. Now polynomial (3)
that has been created and evaluated for A is evaluated for B, similarly the derivatives which gives
ud(xB; yB); ux(xB; yB), etc. The geometrical nodes of the upper domain use, e.g., the CC Tup = Tlo,
those of the lower domain upTy;up = loTy; lo, i.e., the upper nodes couple the temperature, the lower
nodes the heat )ow.
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Fig. 6. Details of SDL.
Fig. 7. Illustration for 1D domain decomposition.
Fig. 8. Parallel computation of Qd and (Pu)d.
5. Parallelization
Large PDE problems need much computation and memory. Therefore, they must be e<ciently
parallelized on distributed memory parallel computers with message passing (MPI). In FDEM, we
sort the nodes for their x-coordinate and distribute them in p equal parts on the p processors, which
corresponds to an automatic 1D domain decomposition, see Fig. 7. The elements (triangles, tetrahe-
drons) are distributed correspondingly: an element belongs to the processor that holds its leftmost
node. For the generation and evaluation of the di6erence formulas processor ip needs information
of its left and right neighbor(s) which is stored in its overlap. Now, the global node numbers are
changed to local node numbers and each processor can compute its part of the matrix Qd and r.h.s.
(Pu)d of (10) without communication, see Fig. 8. Now each processor calls the LINSOL program
that delivers its part of the Newton correction MuPu. After each mesh re5nement a redistribution is
executed.
6. LINSOL
LINSOL is the iterative linear solver program package, see [3,4] and the references given there.
LINSOL has presently implemented 14 iterative methods of generalized conjugate gradients (CG)
type. With these methods, we generate several polyalgorithms with automatic method switching
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from very e<cient but less robust to less e<cient but highly robust methods. The matrix is stored in
eight di6erent data structures, e.g., full or packed rows, columns, diagonals, etc. An optional (I)LU
preconditioner and several bandwidth optimizers are included. The whole LINSOL package is fully
parallelized with optimal data structures, see [7].
7. Examples
We use a model of the Navier–Stokes equations in velocity–vorticity form for the unknown
functions u; v; w with forcing functions fi and Reynolds number Re = 1:
luxx + uyy + !y − f1 = 0;
vxx + vyy − !x − f2 = 0;
u!x + v!y − (!xx + !yy)=Re− f3 = 0
(12)
under the boundary conditions
u− g1 = 0; v− g2 = 0; !+ uy − vx − g3 = 0 (13)
with forcing functions gi. The fi and gi are determined that the exact solution Ru; Rv; R! is either a
polynomial of order 6 or a sugar-loaf-type function e−32(x2+y2), see Fig. 9. Thus, we can determine
the exact (global relative) error. The computer is an IBM SP WinterHawk2 with 375 MHz Power3-2
processor (1500 MFLOPS peak). The CPU sec are those of processor 1.
Circle with 751 nodes: We solve (12) and (13) on a circle with 751 nodes, 1410 elements,
the grid is generated by the commercial mesh generator IDEAS. Table 1 shows the results on
eight processors. Compare the exact and estimated (global relative) errors. For the polynomial
for order q=6 of the solution method the errors are in the range of roundo6. The iterative solver is
BICGStab2 [2].
Mesh re7nement and order control: We prescribe a (global relative) tolerance tol = 0:25 · 10−2
and use mesh re5nement and order control, Table 2 shows the results for the sugar-loaf forcing
Fig. 9. Sugar-loaf-type function.
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Table 1
Results for 751 nodes on eight processors
Type Ru Order q = 2 Order q = 4 Order q = 6
Error exact CPU Error exact CPU Error exact CPU
error estim. sec error estim. sec error estim. sec
Pol. 0.177 0.55 0:904E− 2 0.63 0:300E− 10 5.81
order 6 0.159 0:138E− 1 0:260E− 7
Sugar-loaf 0:439E− 1 0.44 0:144E− 1 0.62 0:229E− 1 4.66
0:554E− 1 0:954E− 2 3.448a
aHere the order 8 for the error estimate is overdrawn (too coarse grid).
Table 2
Results for mesh re5nement and order control for tol = 0:25 · 10−2
Cycle No. of No. of No. of No. of nodes Global relat. Sec for
nodes elem. nodes with order error cycle
ref. 2 4 6 Exact Estimated
1 751 1410 230 443 304 4 0:161E− 1 0:108E− 1 2.53
2 1623 3075 104 281 1336 6 0:613E− 2 0:622E− 2 6.03
3 2408 4398 — 237 2152 19 0:166E− 2 0:169E− 2 13.43
function. We need three cycles. In the 5rst cycle 230 nodes are recognized as re5nemet nodes. The
re5nement of the concerned triangles results in 1623 nodes for cycle 2, etc. You can see which
number of nodes is computed with order 2,4,6. Observe the excellent error estimate because here
we have an order control. Fig. 10 shows the 5nal grid after the third cycle. The coarse grid is the
original 751 node grid.
Experiment with 4 × 1 domain: We solve again (12) and (13) with sugar-loaf forcing function,
now on a 4× 1 domain with the following 5ve regular grids:
Grid] Dimension Nodes Elements Unknowns
1 80× 20 1600 3002 4800
2 160× 40 6400 12 402 19 200
3 320× 80 25 600 50 402 76 800
4 640× 160 102 400 203 202 307 200
5 1280× 320 409 600 816 002 1 228 800
We use 16 processors for grids 1–4 and 64 processors for grid 5 (for larger memory). The results
are shown in Table 3. Down a column you see the in)uence of doubling the grid lines, in a row
you see the in)uence of the order. In the 5rst row the smallest error is for order 2, the orders 4
and 6 are overdrawn for this coarse grid.
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Fig. 10. Re5ned grid after the third cycle.
Table 3
Results for 5ve di6erent grids with sugar-loaf forcing functions
Grid No. Order q = 2 q = 4 q = 6
no. proc.
Error exact CPU Error exact CPU Error exact CPU
error estim. sec error estim. sec error estim. sec
1 16 0.1024 0.97 0.1429 1.32 0.3383 2.80
0:291E− 1 0.4048 0.5702
2 16 0:152E− 1 2.20 0:993E− 2 3.42 0:987E− 3 6.94
0:533E− 2 0:122E− 1 0:195E− 2
3 16 0:297E− 2 9.15 0:196E− 2 7.02 0:159E− 5 19.40
0:126E− 2 0:183E− 2 0:187E− 5
4 16 0:307E− 3 18.37 0:989E− 5 26.02 0:346E− 7 104.24
0:302E− 2 0:101E− 4 0:432E− 7
5 64 0:758E− 4 43.10 0:392E− 6 65.03 0:939E− 9 154.5
0:749E− 4 0:388E− 6 0:991E− 9
Example for SDL (Sliding Dividing Line): We solve (12) and (13) and we have two domains
with di6erent mesh sizes, see Fig. 11. The grid on the 2 × 1 and the 1 × 0:5 domain is 40 × 20
on both domains and 80× 40 on both domains. We compute on eight processors for polynomial of
order 6 and for sugar-loaf-type forcing function. The function on domain 1 has basis function+1
and on domain 2 has basis function+2 so that there is a jump in the function values at the SDL.
The coupling conditions are the jumps in the function values and the 5rst derivatives. The results
are shown in Table 4. The error estimate is over the whole coupled domain.
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Fig. 11. Two coupled domains with di6erent mesh sizes.
Table 4
Results for two domains with di6erent mesh sizes
Type Order q = 2 q = 4 q = 6
Ru
Error exact CPU Error exact CPU Error exact CPU
error estim. sec error estim. sec error estim. sec
(Newt.) (Newt.) (Newt.)
Grid 40× 20 for each domain (4800 unknowns)
Pol. 0.2164 2.61 0:405E− 2 2.88 0:167E− 11 2.75
ord.6 0.1801 (6) 0:503E− 2 (4) 0:714E− 10 (1)
Sugar-loaf 0.3121 1.62 0.3044 3.12 0:552E− 1 6.16
0.1163 (4) 0.1926 (6) 0:612E− 1 (5)
Grid 80× 40 for each domain (19200 unknowns)
Pol. 0:729E− 1 8.91 0:451E− 3 4.29 0:135E− 11 9.58
ord.6 0:631E− 1 (5) 0:732E− 3 (1) 0:917E− 10 (1)
Sugar-loaf 0:551E− 1 5.05 0:211E− 1 8.69 0:664E− 2 18.41
0:159E− 1 (3) 0:109E− 1 (4) 0:437E− 2 (4)
8. Concluding remarks
FDEM is a unique black-box solver with respect to the PDE and BC operator, to the (coupled)
domain and to the solution method with error estimate, mesh re5nement and order control. The
whole code is e<ciently parallelized on distributed memory parallel computers. The development of
FDEM and the application to industrial problems is supported by the BMBF (German Ministry of
Education and Research).
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